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Date: May 30, 2021                                                              Scripture: Habakkuk 3:1-19  
Title: I’ve Heard of You 

  
 
Introduction to Analog 
The word, Analog, means “something that is similar or comparable to something else”.  
 Analog is designed to be a tangible way to take another, deeper, look into each week’s Sunday 
morning message. Individuals, friends, small groups, and families can use Analog for further 
discussion and exploration of the Sunday teaching. May this tool help you explore the expansive 
heart of God and practice love in the ways of Jesus.  
 
 
Teaching Season 
What manner of man is the prophet?” So begins Abraham Joshua Heschel’s book titled, The 
Prophets. A book that is “about some of the most disturbing people who have ever lived.” Long 
overlooked due to their bizarre nature, this collection of books has the power to lend vision and 
inspiration for our faith, and how it is to be lived out by the people of God. We will walk through all 
of the 12 books in 12 weeks of teaching. Our attention will be given to the theme of each. 
 
Overview for this Week 
 
Habakkuk is interesting prophetic book as there is no direct message given to the people of 
Judah. Rather, it is a record of the prophet’s conversation with God. One could even say it 
is a confrontation with God, which includes lament and doubt. The prophet cries out 
against the way things have played out in his nation; believing them to be unjust. God 
replies to the prophet two times, which leads to a surprising response.  
 
 
Opening Question for a Group: What is one of your favorite memories from the past year? 
 
 
Questions for Discussion or Reflection 
 
Here are some questions for discussion or reflection. Don’t feel like you have to cover them all,  
and you may have questions of your own to ask. The Spiritual Practice for this week could be very 
meaningful for you or your group, so plan on 10 minutes or so for this exercise. If you are using this 
in a group context, read through these questions and the Spiritual Practice before your group 
meets to familiarize yourself with this material. You may want to send this out to the group before 
you meet. 
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1. Read Habakkuk 1:1-4. Obviously Habakkuk is frustrated with God. He expresses this 
through what we call a “lament” – an expression of deep regret, grief, or sorrow. What are 
you lamenting over? In your life? In our world? 
 

 
 
 

2. Lament with no resolution can create a sense of doubt. What role does doubt play in your 
spiritual journey?  Do you think doubt can help you move toward wholeness and health?   
 
 
 

 
3. Read Habakkuk 3:1-2 and 3:16-19. Habakkuk’s response in the midst of lament and doubt 

is joy. How do you explain this? 
 
 
 
 

4.  “Maturity is the ability to live joyfully in an imperfect world.”  (Richard Rohr). What do you 
think? 

 
 
 
 

5. Jon said, “You are made to endure.” What do you think? How might this reality help you 
move forward in difficult times? 

 
 
 
 

6.  From Jon, “The opposite of faith is not doubt, it is despair.” What do you say about this? 
 
 
 

 
7. An important part of enduring is remembering. How has remembering who God is and what 

God has done helped you endure? How could it help you? 
 
 
 
 

8. Application… 
• Is there something you would like to lament? 

 
• Is there is something you need to release to doubt? And be ok with that doubt? 

 
• Is there something you want to make sure you remember?  
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Spiritual Exercise – Lectio 

Each week, Analog includes a spiritual exercise designed to provide an opportunity to encounter God using 
practices that Christ followers have utilized for centuries. Today’s practice is Lectio Divina, or “Sacred 
Reading”, is an ancient way of prayerfully interacting with the Bible. The process of Lectio Divina engages the 
whole person before Christ by reading a passage in Scripture four times. Each time we engage with the passage 
in an intentional way. There are typically four movements that we engage in after each reading.  
 

Scripture: Habakkuk 3:16–19 (NIV)  
16 I heard and my heart pounded, my lips quivered at the sound; decay crept into my bones,  
and my legs trembled. Yet I will wait patiently for the day of calamity to come on the nation invading 
us17 Though the fig tree does not bud and there are no grapes on the vines, though the olive crop 
fails and the fields produce no food, though there are no sheep in the pen and no cattle in the stalls, 
18 yet I will rejoice in the LORD, I will be joyful in God my Savior. 19 The Sovereign LORD is my strength; 
he makes my feet like the feet of a deer, he enables me to tread on the heights.  
 
Begin your time by taking 2-3 minutes of silence to quiet your heart and soul before the Lord.  
 

1. First Reading (Lectio/Listen ) - This first reading is a way for us to listen, to be still before the Lord and 
simply hear the Word. During the first reading, simply listen for an overall sense of the passage. Listen with 
your whole self, mind, body, soul, and spirit. As you listen, get familiar with the ideas; if it’s a story, use your 
imagination to place yourself in the scene. Pay attention not only to your thoughts, but try to engage 
emotions and physical sensations.  
 

Read the passage aloud for the first time, then allow 1-2 minutes of silence to process and journal if desired.  
 

2. Second Reading (Meditatio/Meditate) The second reading is a chance for us to reflect on the passage. 
In this reading, listen for any particular word, phrase, or image that stands out. It may feel purposeful or it 
may feel random. It can be positive or negative. What is one word, phrase, or image that stands out more 
than any other? Write this down and simply sit with it in the presence of God.  
 

Read the passage aloud for the second time, and have a short period of silence to process and journal if 
desired. Then invite people to share their word, phrase, or image aloud if they are comfortable sharing.  
 

3. Third Reading (Oratio/Pray) The third reading is an opportunity for us to bring our hearts to God, 
offering our loving God whatever surfaces during the readings, our emotions, our longings, whatever is 
stirred in us, we offer it to God in conversation. After this reading, take several minutes to reflect and pray on 
how God is inviting you to engage with the word, phrase, or image you have been given. What feelings does 
it stir in you? Do you feel prompted to act or change anything? Come before God as you are, and be honest 
about what this story is stirring in you. Ask for God’s invitation.  
 

Read the passage aloud for the third time, then allow a period of silence for people to process and journal if 
desired. Then invite people to share with the group what God may be inviting them into.  
 
 

 

Debrief: If you like, take a few minutes to debrief: 
• What did you think, feel, or experience?  
• What was helpful for you in this exercise?  

 
 
 
 

Resources - To learn more about Lectio Divina, check out the resources below.  
Gravity Center: https://gravitycenter.com/practice/lectio-divina/  
Soul Shepherding Inc: http://www.soulshepherding.org/search/Lectio+Divina/  
Bible Gateway: https://www.biblegateway.com/resources/scripture-engagement/ lectio-divina/home  

 
 


